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Download the McLaren Racing Pack to receive the stunning McLaren MP4-12C GT3 and receive two routes to race at the
iconic Brands Hatch GP circuit. 5d3b920ae0
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Easily the best valus for money of any DLC pack for Grid 2. 2 tracks and the world's greatest supercar for just 7 bucks and less
during a sale or free weekend. If you like the base game and you don't want to splurge on dlc, go with this.. DLC is broken lol
dont buy. The McLaren sound is VERY disappointing compared to those of Pagani and Aston-Zagato which are really good.
The car drift also too much, whereas it's indicated a neutral setting. I also expected a higher top speed for a racing car : 343
Kmh max, it is littleu2026 And it's still worse for Koenigsegg CCGT which is a single built model and which
u201cnormallyu201d exceeds 400 Kmh, whereas in the game it reaches 360 at his maximum.. DLC is broken lol dont buy.
Tried this car at bathurst and on the straights it was like 344 or something, compared to Pagani Zonda which is 376. this is
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already wierd, and no 7th gear for this car, with the Zonda I was 3 seconds faster. so sadly not a great car. The track layouts
around Brands hatch will try it later, but since it adds more racing I think thats a good part of the dlc.. The McLaren is a great
car. The new tracks are okay but they integrate poorly with the single player campaign. So as such I don't think this worth the
money.. Easily the best valus for money of any DLC pack for Grid 2. 2 tracks and the world's greatest supercar for just 7 bucks
and less during a sale or free weekend. If you like the base game and you don't want to splurge on dlc, go with this.
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